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hen Matt Reeves took over the reins of the Planet Of 
The Apes franchise in 2014, he had one stipulation: no The Apes
apocalypse. Rupert Wyatt’s 2011 franchise-rebooter 
Rise Of The Planet Of The Apes had ended with 
genetically enhanced chimps and gorillas on the loose, 
and a strain of “simian flu” all but wiping out the human 
race. The table was seemingly set for a follow-up story 
about the fall of man. But Reeves wasn’t interested 
in telling that story. With Dawn Of The Planet Of 
The Apes, he veered o� in a more interesting, less 
predictable direction, jumping forward ten years to 

pick up the action in an eerily hushed post-carnage future. 
“Dawn“Dawn was the first steps into the beginnings of a new world,” the 

director tells Empire when we visit him in his Hollywood edit suite in 
March of this year (appropriately just o� Avenue Of The Stars, where  
battle scenes for Conquest Of The Planet Of The Apes were shot in 1972).  
“I wanted it to be like this Western where two tribes find out they live on 
the same land and have to figure out how they’re going to co-exist.”

Reeves’ instincts paid o�. Dawn made $708 million at the global box 
o�ce, considerably more than its predecessor’s $482 million, and three 
years on he feels even more emboldened to make the series his own. With 
War For The Planet Of The Apes, for the first time since the franchise 
returned we’re plunging into completely uncharted territory. 

In the narrative sense, that means a journey: both geographically and 
emotionally. War takes place two years on from the end of Dawn, in which 

the renegade ape Koba shattered the uneasy detente between apes and 
surviving humans. Hero ape Caesar (Andy Serkis) is riddled with guilt, 
having failed to appreciate that Koba and other abused apes like him could 
never live comfortably alongside humans.

Embedded in tree forts in California’s Muir Woods, Caesar has  
become an almost mythical boogey-ape to the scrappy human troops 
that occasionally attempt incursions. But a new threat from the 
mysterious, deadly Colonel (Woody Harrelson) and his Alpha/Omega  
cult (“A nod, but nothing more than that,” says Reeves, to the bomb 
worshippers from 1970’s Beneath The Planet Of The Apes) leads to loss  Beneath The Planet Of The Apes) leads to lossBeneath The Planet Of The Apes
and tragedy for the ape community, pushing Caesar to start to lose his 
moral compass. He undertakes a quest for revenge, only reluctantly 
allowing his hairy compatriots Maurice (Karin Konoval), Rocket (Terry 
Notary) and Luca (Michael Adamthwaite) to tag along. Their mission  
takes them along shorelines, through forests and over mountains, towards 
their final destination of the Colonel’s military compound at the Sierra  
Nevada border.

“I wanted this film to be like a Biblical epic,” explains Reeves, who has 
widened his visual scope, shooting on 65mm. “Mark [Bomback, Reeves’ 
co-writer] and I looked at classic war movies: The Bridge On The River 
Kwai, Patton, Apocalypse Now. But we were also thinking in terms of things 
such as The Ten Commandments. I wanted it to feel very intimate in the 
foreground, but with grand vistas always dwarfing [the characters]. In  
a sense it’s about these two species pitted against each other and nature 
being greater than both of them. I wanted a David Lean ape movie.”

Clockwise from top 

left: The Colonel 

(Woody Harrelson) 

doing his best Kurtz; 

Gunships attack;  

A shackled Caesar 

(Andy Serkis) talks 

with the Colonel; Ty 

Olsson (Red) in his 

stylish performance-

capture outfit; A 

turning point for the 

apes as war kicks off.
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WE’LL RETURN TO the expedition later, but for now let’s skip to the 
destination. It’s December 2015 and Empire is, for two freezing, muddy 
nights, in Richmond, Vancouver, where the colossal set for the Colonel’s ichmond, Vancouver, where the colossal set for the Colonel’sichmond, V
base has been constructed. At the back of the compound — a long walk from 
the front — is an almost derelict building, the faded writing on which 
proclaims that it was once the “Tower Rock Armoury”. A newer, still 
distressed sign reveals it has been repurposed as a “Quarantine Detention 
Facility”. Further out, crumbling sentry towers show signs of artillery 
damage, while M*A*S*H-style khaki tents are scattered around, stencilled *S*H-style khaki tents are scattered around, stencilled*S*H
with slogans like “Freedom comes through su�ering” and “Our patience 
will achieve more than our force”. In the centre, meanwhile, are vast 
wood-and-wire pens, erected for the storage of captive apes. The five-acre 
set has taken six months to create, yet it’ll be more than doubled in size by 
CG augmentations. The Colonel, one can deduce, means business.

“The scale of it is actually kind of intimidating,” says Harrelson. “It’s 
sort of daunting to know that it’s my space and my character has to fill it.” 

As the Kurtz figure at the end of Caesar’s “journey upriver” (Reeves’ 
words; he’s conscious of the Apocalypse Now parallels), the Colonel will 
largely linger in Brando-like shadows. But the director promises we  
will find out the true identity of the Colonel, putting his actions into 
perspective. While the film’s point of view is firmly Caesar’s, Reeves has 
been careful about retaining the franchise’s tonal even-handedness. There 
may be antagonists in the ma Apes movies, but there are rarely flat-out villains.

“He isn’t just a sadist, you know?” says Harrelson. “I feel like he was  
a natural leader with some military experience who’s been put in this 

position because he feels the future of humanity is at stake — which it is!” 
The Colonel’s troops view him as a god-like legend. Harrelson jokes that he 
got into that egotistical, all-powerful headspace by wondering what it must 
be like to be Rupert Murdoch. “I probably shouldn’t say that,” he grins, 
“since this is a Fox movie…”

Playing a formidable character on even more formidable sets, 
Harrelson has been aided by having one hell of a sparring partner to play 
against. Andy Serkis is, he says, “one of the greatest actors in the world 
right now”. But during the scenes Empire gets to watch, Caesar is at a 
distinct disadvantage. As a crane shot follows a convoy of military trucks 
through the compound, joining a column of dejected apes being herded 
into the base, we find the troubled simian in a tiny cell. Not only has he 
been captured, but he’s been locked up by a turncoat ape, Red (Ty Olsson), 
one of several Koba loyalists who have defected to the Colonel. Dubbed 
“Donkey Kongs” by the human soldiers and branded with the Alpha/
Omega symbol, the implication is that they have failed to negotiate 
themselves a brilliant deal.

“Colonel shoot apes tomorrow before battle begins,” taunts Red.
“I wonder how long they wait before they shoot you,” fires back Caesar, 

in a Clint Eastwood-esque growl.
Caesar’s vocabulary, you may glean from that exchange, has advanced 

significantly since the last time we encountered him. “There’s a big 
evolution for Caesar linguistically in this film,” confirms Serkis later in his 
trailer, still bedecked in his performance-capture pyjamas and face-dots. 
“In Dawn it was still the birth of a language: he was still signing and ❯
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finding early-formed human words. Now he’s much more articulate. We 
come back every couple of years and see where he is. For me this is like 
doing Boyhood — ‘Apehood’!”yhood

THE TRARAR JECTORY OORY OOR F this particular movie, Serkis explains, is to 
drag Caesar through purgatory to see whether he can pass the test Koba 
failed: to transcend the push and pull of his darker urges to reconnect with 
his better self. Orangutan consigliere Maurice is there, according to the 
chirpy Karin Konoval, as “Caesar’s advisor and his conscience” (it’s weirdly 
di�cult to remember that Maurice is male once you’ve met the female 
actor that plays him); Rocket and Luca are on hand to watch Caesar’s back; 
and the rescue of a little girl — Amiah Miller’s Nova — also helps to keep  
his flickering spark of empathy alight. Like Alpha/Omega, Reeves says  
that giving Nova the same name as a key character from the original films 
should be taken as a homage, rather than an important clue to future 
instalments. In War, she picks up the moniker from a Chevrolet key ring.

Another key encounter along the apes’ incredible journey is with Bad 
Ape. Steve Zahn’s new chimp has been living alone in a snowbound hotel in 
the Sierras, having escaped from a circus during the simian-flu chaos. His 
name stems from his mistreatment there: he was so often admonished for 
failing to perform correctly that the phrase has become his identity.

Significantly, Bad Ape is the first we’ve been introduced to who has 
evolved to intelligence alone. That has major implications for the wider 
planet the post-flu apes now inhabit, since it confirms that Caesar’s 
immediate circle were not the only ones enhanced by experimental drug 

ALZ-112. “It’s a huge realisation,” agrees Serkis. “A French journalist 
actually asked me once if there were smart apes in France, and I think Matt 
and Mark really went away and thought about that. The existence of Bad 
Ape does suggest that there could be smart apes all over the world.”

While Bad Ape’s linguistic dexterity doesn’t yet match Caesar’s, it’s not 
bad for an independent learner. On set, we watch him huddle with the furry 
fellowship behind a large boulder outside the compound, hiding from riders 
as Nova sneaks o� to try to reach Caesar. Turning towards the camera, he 
utters a terrified, “She go in!” In an earlier scene, he celebrates meeting the 
main characters: “New friends, special day!” Gaunt, wide-eyed, neurotic and 
wearing a parka, the fully rendered Bad Ape is, quite frankly, adorable.

As the most significant ape newcomer to the VFX envelope-pushing 
series — which Reeves at one point jokingly refers to as “Planet Of The 
Guys In Really Tight Lycra Suits” — Zahn was surprised by the experience. 
“I thought coming in that it would be really technical,” he admits on set, 
spitting tobacco into an empty water bottle every couple of minutes.  
“I thought it would be hard to find the emotional connection to things, but 
it’s actually been the opposite. Matt is really concerned about the emotion, 
and the little moments and actions that might be funny — or not.” 

Harrelson, too, says that he chose War over the “more money and r
better locations” of Kong: Skull Island (another 2017 blockbuster that ri�s sland
on Apocalypse Now) purely because the material spoke to him more. “It’s w) purely because the material spoke to him more. “It’sw
incredible what they’ve done with these films in terms of the drama and  
the emotionality,” he says. “It takes a while to get used to acting opposite 
someone with dots on their face and a camera coming out of their head,  
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but there’s more drama here than in most blockbusters. These movies are 
really about something.” 

There may be gargantuan sets and photo-real digital apes with 
shotguns, but the unique philosophical heart of the franchise still beats  
a strong rhythm. Like all great science-fiction, no matter how outlandish, 
the Apes movies have something to say.

We have a pretty good idea, of course, where these movies are heading. 
Assuming they will follow the big beats of the original series, astronaut 
George Taylor (played in the 1968 Planet Of The Apes by Charlton Heston) 
will land in rocket ship the Icarus in a few hundred years’ time, finding the 
Statue Of Liberty buried in sand. But while a background detail in Wyatt’s 
Rise showed the Icarus embarking on its mission, since then the films 
(Reeves’ sly in-jokes aside) have shied away from connecting explicitly 
with their predecessors. This is simply, Reeves says, because nobody is  
in a hurry to get there. 

With War For The Planet Of The Apes de-Lycra’d and locked, the 
director’s next job is taking him to Gotham City for the Ben A�eck Batman 
solo movie. But already Reeves’ mind is spinning with possibilities for 
where Caesar’s journey can take him next. “To me this is like a giant 
Russian novel,” he says. “We know the ending already, but we have the 
opportunity for chapter after chapter to take us there. And I have a lot  
of thoughts about those chapters.”

Think Tolstoy — with fleas. 

WAR FOR THE PLANET OF THE APES IS IN CINEMAS FROM 12 JULY

NICE!

C O L O N E L  D A X 
,*3,�%06(-"4�t�PATHS OF GLORY

After pacing up and down a World War I 

trench, Dax defends three soldiers in his 

unit facing charges of cowardice in a 

court martial. In a farce of a trial, he fails. 

C O L O N E L  J O H N  M A T R I X
"3/0-%�4$)8"3;&/&((&3�t�

COMMANDO

A one-man army of pain, Matrix kills  

81 people in his efforts to rescue his 81 people in his efforts to rescue his81 people in his ef

daughter. An even bigger killer are his 

puns. “Let off some steam, Bennett,”  

he suggests as he throws a pipe.

C O L O N E L  N A T H A N  J E S S U P 
+"$,�/*$)0-40/�t�A FEW GOOD MEN

Jessup is so tough he eats breakfast  

300 yards from 4,000 Cubans trained  

to kill him. He bangs on about handling 

the truth but crumbles under oath in  

a military court. 

C O L O N E L  M I L E S  Q U A R I T C H
45&1)&/�-"/(�t�AVATAR

Quaritch takes on the hippy-dippy Na’avi 

by breathing in Pandora’s atmosphere 

and nuking a spiritual tree. So hard, he’ll 

come back from the dead for Avatar 2, 3, 

4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. 

C O L O N E L  H A N S  L A N D A
$)3*4501)�8"-5;�t�

INGLOURIOUS BASTERDS

Landa is cruel but intelligent, sadistic  

but opportunistic, with a fondness for  

milk and a disdain for stupidity. He also milk and a disdain for stupidity. He alsomilk and a disdain for stupidity

mangles English idioms (“That’s a 

bingo!”). IAN FREER

NASTY!

MOVIE COLONELS RANKED FROM GOOD TO EVIL

Clockwise from top 

left: Caesar (Serkis) 

is in a tricky situation;  

Bad Ape (Zahn), 

dressed for winter; 

Maurice (Konoval) 

and Nova (Miller) look 

on; The Colonel and 

his team stand guard, 

ready for battle; 

Caesar, Maurice and 

co also look ready  

to fight. Things could 

get a little hairy. 

C O L O N E L J O H N M A T R I X
"3/0-

COMMANDO

A one-man army of pain, Matrix kills

81 people in his ef

daughter. An even bigger killer are his

puns. “Let off some steam, Bennett,”

he suggests as he throws a pipe.


